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1. State whether the proposal is for the “New Mexico Unit,” a
“water utilization alternative,” or both.
This proposal is for a water utilization alternative.

2. Describe how the proposal will meet a “water supply
demand” in the Southwest New Mexico Water Planning
Region, comprised of Catron, Grant, Hidalgo and Luna
Counties.
Executive Summary for Road Drainage Workshops Proposal
This proposal will meet a water supply demand by teaching road maintenance personnel
new techniques for improving road drainage. Repeated application of these techniques
over subsequent years will eventually create a very large overall benefit for the people of
our four county region from our water resources.
There are exciting new techniques being used now in New Mexico and Arizona for water
harvesting road drainage that can greatly increase the ability of the landscape to absorb
and retain moisture and release it slowly over time, decreasing accelerated runoff and
erosion, creating many small infiltration basins along the road right-of-way. Training
these techniques to heavy equipment operators already engaged in road maintenance
activities is a very cost effective way to restore the historic drainage patterns to our
landscape. This way, routine maintenance activities will gradually correct drainage
problems and repair our watersheds over time with very little additional resources. In
fact, this will save money because a properly drained road, in addition to being safer to
use, has lower annual maintenance costs.
Stream Dynamics, Inc. proposes to teach a series of road drainage workshops to road
maintenance department personnel in the four county area. These workshops be open to
people working for any government agency engaged in road maintenance. This will
include county, city and state roads maintenance personnel and supervisors. It will also
be open to Forest Service and other land management agency people. A series of three
day workshops will be held in Grant, Catron, Luna and Hidalgo counties.

Bill Zeedyk teaching a road drainage workshop to Pima county
road maintenance department at the Elkhorn Ranch on October 25, 2006
Where Would this be Implemented?
This proposal will be implemented both in classrooms and on public road rights of way in
each of the four counties.
How Would this be Implemented?
These workshops would include both classroom presentations and real world on-the-road
training with heavy equipment building water harvesting road drainage features on public
roads. Stream Dynamics will do all the workshop organizing and preparation, will send
out announcements, confirm enrollment, purchase and prepare classroom materials, and
secure classroom space. Stream Dynamics will work with the road agencies involved to
secure permission to do work on their roads during the workshop. Workshop preparation
will also involve assessing roads in the vicinity of each workshop, selecting a suitable
site, and designing and staking some of the work prior to the workshop.
Stream Dynamics will lease equipment and use this to demonstrate how to construct road
drainage features on a dirt road. Where possible, the agency involved will also mobilize
their equipment so that their operators can receive on-the-job training as they build a
variety of water harvesting road drainage features.
On the first day of the workshop, students will receive classroom training on basic fluvial
geomorphology, and how to read the landscape in a new way so that their work will
benefit both the road and the land it traverses. The instruction will cover how roads
affect watercourses, and provide complete information on a variety of techniques to drain
roads in different landscape settings. This will include low water crossings, proper
culvert installation, when to relocate a road segment, flatland drains, rolling dip road
drains.

The second and third days will be in the field and on the road. Students will learn how to
read the landscape from a watershed protection perspective, and learn how to diagnose
watershed problems caused by the road. They will go through a design exercise, watch
Stream Dynamics construct rolling dip road drains and other features, and then receive
first hand experience and training by actually designing and building their own rolling
dips and other road drainage features during the workshop.
How Much will it Cost?
Eight three day workshops will be taught, two in each of Catron, Luna, Hidalgo, and
Grant counties. In each county, there will be a workshop on Forest Service maintained
roads, and one on city or county maintained roads. Total cost for each workshop,
including heavy equipment rental is estimated to be $7,000.
8 workshops x $7,000 per workshop = $56,000
The total sum requested in this proposal is $56,000, split into two equal sums of $28,000
over two consecutive years starting in 2012.
Roads Greatly Effect our Water Supply and Demand
Improperly drained roads contribute directly to flash flooding, sending New Mexico
rainwater from the Gila and San Francisco basins to Arizona in a sudden erosive rush,
while exacerbating the deterioration of our beleaguered watercourses. This situation does
not benefit our neighbors in Arizona, because it causes flooding and sediment problems
for them. There are innumerable gullies caused by culverts set too low, that could be cost
effectively repaired with drop inlets, rock rundowns, and other best management
practices that would result in greatly increased alluvial storage in the upper watershed.
Many dirt roads have roadside ditches that go for 1,300 feet before being cross drained.
This is longer than the average length of a first order tributary in New Mexico, and adds a
huge dendritic network of thousands of miles of ditches to our natural watercourses. This
has the effect of draining the water from our landscape, precluding it from being put to
beneficial use!

A road network can have large effects on natural drainage patterns.
In addition to the accelerated runoff caused by the surface of these roads, most roads
cross ephemeral watercourses. Many of these crossings are causing resource damage to
the watercourses and accelerating stormwater runoff. Many more intercept the flow
from a small sub-watershed in a roadside ditch, which has three adverse affects: 1) It
dries up the landscape that previously used to get this water. 2) It sends an unnaturally
large flow into the receiving stream from both the road surface and the intercepted
channel, along with a bunch of sediment from both. This can cause blowouts and massive
erosion problems. 3) It accelerates damage to the road infrastructure, causing the need
for more frequent maintenance
Cross draining all the dirt roads in a small watershed at more frequent intervals to
appropriate places in the landscape with rolling dips and other best management practices
has been demonstrated to significantly reduce the flash flood behavior of the watershed.
A cumulative effect is achieved when all the sub-watersheds contributing to a stream are
similarly treated. This directly benefits the water supply for downstream users by
modulating the flood hydrograph and reducing flood peaks. Proper drainage of roads can
and should incorporate water harvesting earth basins on the margins of road rights of
way where practical.
Note that water harvesting from roads is not in conflict with downstream users. The
additional runoff created by road drainage problems is a liability which this form of water
harvesting responsibly handles.. No payments need to be made to downstream water
users for properly draining roads to the surrounding landscape.

Quantifying the Water Supply and Demand Issue
There are at least 4500 miles of roads in the Gila National Forest. A mile of road 8 feet
wide takes up an acre of land. If the average road width is 16 feet, there are therefore at
least 9,000 acres of roads in the national forest; this times 1.5 feet of precipitation per
year, times a 55% runoff coefficient equals approximately 7,400 acre feet of water
that runs off our National Forest roads. Much of this goes quickly into our
watercourses, causing damage to both streams and roadways! At present, our road
infrastructure is wasting a huge amount of water.
The Grant County Road Department maintains 583 miles of dirt road (average width 20
ft) and 106 miles of paved (average width 22 ft). A quick calculation reveals that
approximately 2600 acre feet of rain falls on these county maintained roads. The total
miles of all city and county maintained roads as well as all state and federal roads in the
four county area is in the thousands. There are many more miles of privately maintained
roads and driveways. It is easy to see that at present, in the four county area, we are
probably wasting 20,000 acre feet of water that falls on existing infrastructure, causing
flood damage to some of that infrastructure, while degrading our stream channel network.
If we include all the water intercepted by roadside ditches the figure could be
substantially higher. Doesn't it make sense to address these basic repairs to our road
drainage system before we attempt expensive and heroic engineering feats at the
downstream end of our degraded, flood prone rivers?
This photo shows a monsoonal thundershower in Bayard, NM on August 1, 2010.
Highway 180 has become a river. Proper water harvesting road drainage would protect
public safety, while turning nuisance runoff to a beneficial resource - a water supply for
gardens, trees, and green spaces that, once established, would not need to be irrigated
with expensive city well water.

Convert a public safety hazard into a water harvesting amenity.

Examples of Road Drainage Solutions
In many cases, a dirt road has become incised to the point that it has captured the flow of
a small ephemeral stream or arroyo. This is very bad for both road and stream. If the
road cannot be relocated, we can effect repairs by raising the elevation of the roadbed so
that water no longer flows down the road. In the photo below, the road is going downhill
as it goes down valley. Historic use and maintenance activities over the years have
caused the road to be the fastest path for water flow, so instead of crossing the road from
right to left, the arroyo began to flow straight down the road. By building a berm in the
road from material taken from the original channel of the arroyo, we construct a long and
low grade reversal. Water doesn't flow uphill, so it stays in the arroyo.

Road drainage feature constructed by BLM road maintenance personnel under
the direction of Stream Dynamics, Inc. near Klondyke, AZ on March 30, 2011.
An old road going down the valley is properly cross drained with rolling dips. The key is
to create grade reversals.

Rolling dip road drains, Angel Fire, NM October 2007

In wet meadows and other low lying areas, the best management practice is to relocate
the road whenever feasible. A new road segment is constructed along a hillside where it
is easy to drain. Proper road drainage features are installed at the time of construction to
keep the water flowing in each natural sub-watershed, no matter how small. This way,
the road is transparent to the watershed and causes no ill effects. In the photo below, a
grade reversal is built at the time of construction of a new road alignment to keep runoff
in the natural swale it crosses. This type of feature, when properly designed and
constructed, will require little if any maintenance.

Grade Reversal, Angel Fire, NM October 2007
Although a new road segment has been constructed around this boggy area, the
abandoned road segment must also be properly drained to restore sheet flow to the
meadow. This creates a huge benefit for the watershed, because it creates a regenerative
resource. A regenerative resource is one that improves itself over time with very little
human inputs of time, money, or energy. The watershed can now heal itself!

Angel Fire, NM March 2008
Water harvesting Road Drainage in action: This basin on Virginia street built by Stream
Dynamics is rapidly infiltrating storm water diverted from a 75 acre urban sub-watershed
during a monsoonal thundershower. The basin is infiltrating so rapidly that it takes a
very long time to fill. It provides both surface and subsurface irrigation for the Silva
Creek Botanical Gardens in Silver City.

The water harvesting basin in the photo below is connected to a brand new rolling dip
road drain built by Stream Dynamics in Rodeo, NM. It has recently redirected
stormwater runoff from going erosively down the road. This water now has a chance to
soak deeply into the ground in the desert instead. Note: this photo shows the results from
the first runoff event after the feature was constructed. Recent tractor marks are still
visible in the background. In the foreground is brush that was placed along the rim of the
basin to prevent erosion and create mulch for rapid colonization of vegetation. Although
some disturbance was done to create this water harvesting feature, I call this a "Zero
footprint" technique. Material removed to excavate the basin is applied to the road bed,
an area that is already devoid of vegetation. Vegetation is killed during excavation of the
basin, but this will be replaced within a few short years with the most lush vegetation
around.

Road Drainage feeds this Water Harvesting Basin

The photo pair below shows the improvement created by a water harvesting road drain
built by Stream Dynamics on a county road near Magdalena, NM. Notice a long, smooth
hump that has been built across the road. This is easily negotiated by a semi, a pickup
with a horse trailer, or a passenger car. It is only tall enough to redirect the water to a
basin on the right. Note the response part way into the first monsoon season caused by
allowing water to soak into the ground in the adjacent earth basin. This road drainage
structure corrected a horrendous erosion problem several hundred feet down slope from
here where water was plunging off a 60 foot tall cutbank.

Jan 15, 2010

August 2, 2010

3.
Describe how the proposal considers the Gila
environment and describe how any negative impacts might be
mitigated.
This proposal is specifically formulated to derive maximum water resource benefit for
residents of the four county area without causing any harm whatsoever to the
environment of the greater Gila area. Instead, the implementation of this proposal will
have many positive impacts on the Gila environment. These are illustrated below.
Proper drainage of roads utilizes both a mulched basin and a vegetated buffer strip that
causes road runoff to soak into the ground, thus preventing the road from being
hydraulically connected to a watercourse. Any sediment coming off the road is trapped
in the vegetation, transforming a major problem for water quality into a soil building
resource.
Traditional road drainage systems trap water in roadside ditches for many hundreds of
feet, then shunt it into the nearest gully, accelerating runoff and erosion in one place,
while dessicating the lands that used to receive their fair share of this moisture. Water
harvesting road drains are situated where they can redirect surface flows back to the
original swales in the landscape, thus buttoning the watershed back together. A few
runoff seasons after a water harvesting road drain is constructed, its basin is the most lush
spot in the vicinity owing to the extra measure of water it receives. Other benefits
include: lower road maintenance costs, safer roads during inclement weather.
Water harvesting road drainage benefits the watershed through flood control, extended
base flow for ephemeral streams, improved groundwater recharge, higher water quality,
less turbidity and a lower sediment load, reduced flooding, lower summer water
temperatures, better fishing and more productive wildlife habitat. In general, our
watercourses will be more productive and beautiful as soon as we correct road caused
drainage problems.

4. Describe how the proposal considers the historic uses of and
future demands for water in the Southwest New Mexico Water
Planning Region and the traditions, cultures and customs
affecting those uses.
Historic Uses
Roads and trails have been an integral part of our region ever since human beings arrived.
Many historic routes are now impassable due to erosion. Many ruts created by horse and
buggy have now become major gullies that have an adverse affect on our watersheds.
Improving road drainage and safety along current rights of way will allow us to maintain
access to where we need to go in such a way that our watersheds benefit.
Future Demands
Improving our watersheds through water harvesting road drainage will go a long way to
arrest historic watershed degradation caused by roads, and will also reverse the process of
gullying so that our watersheds will be in better shape in the future.
Traditions, Cultures and Customs
Some traditional road drainage techniques will gradually change. The culture of road
maintenance people can probably adopt a few new techniques without causing any
adverse affects to them.

Appendices
1) Water Harvesting from Low Standard Rural Roads, by Bill Zeedyk.
http://quiviracoalition.org/Detailed/Education_...reach/Publications/Books/A_Good_Roa
d_Lies_Eas..._1056.html
2) Managing Roads for Wet Meadow Recovery, by Bill Zeedyk, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Forest Service, Southwestern Region (FHWA-FLP-96-016) (1996). The
purpose of this handbook is to provide a reference document for use in understanding wet
meadow functions, identifying treatment opportunities, planning and implementing new
or remedial treatments, and monitoring results. Available through the National Technical
Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161. Phone requests for publication: 703-6056000 or http://www.ntis.gov/.

